In July 2018, the ISAAC International AAC Conference will be held in Australia for the first time ever!

More specifically, the conference will be held on the Gold Coast. And to help those of you who are thinking of coming, here’s some information about the Gold Coast.

The Gold Coast is a tropical coastal area in the state of Queensland. It is a popular holiday destination with lots of people. The conference will be held in the dry season (winter), when the temperature is a delightful 20 - 25C (68 -77F) and the water temperature at the Gold Coast’s amazing beaches is 19C (66F). You can surf, swim or just walk along what appears to be endless beaches.

As well as beaches, the Gold Coast has several theme parks, stunning natural attractions, zoos, sanctuaries and wildlife parks. There’s a wide range of accommodation, shopping, entertainment and restaurants.

Queensland also has several other attractions that you can visit before or after the conference – and it’s the best time of year to visit them.

The coast of Queensland has many tropical islands. You can explore, experience water sports or relax to your heart’s content. The Great Barrier Reef is the world’s largest coral reef system and is easily reached by boat from many towns and islands in Northern Queensland. The Daintree Rainforest, another world heritage site, offers ancient and unique plants and animals, exceptional natural beauty and Aboriginal heritage.

We hope this has tempted you – and look forward to seeing you at ISAAC 2018.